Legacy: Integration, impact, added value, future
Legacy: Integration

Integration within INTERACT
• Lifelong science support from school kids to politicians
Legacy: Integration

Integration with consortia and networks

• EU Arctic Cluster
• Business
• Education systems
• Arctic Council working groups and permanent participants
• 172 networks
Legacy: Impacts

- **Science**: mass training of potential future scientists
- **Social**: Increasing awareness of global change issues (BBC?)
- **Political**: reaching and advising Governments (e.g. APPGPR)

Reaching out to Russian Ministers of Education and Environment
- Business opportunities from drone work package
- Education – master students and new courses
- Interactive science stories book
- Research hut in Greenland
- An unfunded joint research activities
- SECNET workshop
- Input from the permanent participants to the Arctic Council
- Czech Academy of Sciences support analyses of disease vectors
- Aligning data management efforts with developments within the EU-Arctic-Cluster
1. Opportunities to Early Career scientists within INTERACT e.g. WP leader, task leader, TA Board member
2. Opportunities within Horizon 2020 upcoming Infrastructure call
3. The INTERACT Foundation and negotiations with sponsor
Thanks for your attention
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